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Destinations inspiring holidays for campers, caravanners and motorhome owners

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have

Destinations
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New
The Alan Rogers
Travel Service

Looking for the best holidays on the best campsites?
The essentials brochure is crammed with more choice,
more quality and more value than ever before.

From

Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000

£13.00
per nig
ht

Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure
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Introduction

hello...
...and welcome to our new edition of

Destinations

The camping and caravanning industry is going from

WIN a
FREE holiday

strength to strength as more people discover the joy of

the great outdoors, and here in the Destinations office we

PLUS return ferry

We are running our ‘win! BIG’
competition on the Alan Rogers
stand (Hall 4 stand 610):
a week’s holiday in France
on an Indigo campsite
with return ferry AND
a Snooper satnav preloaded with co-ordinates
and details of over 3,000
Alan Rogers campsites
WIN A
in 20 countries.
HOLI

can’t quite believe it’s time to start the new season already!
Many of the campsites we work with reported a successful
year in 2014 and have big plans for the coming spring

BIG
win!

See if you can
win! BIG for 2015!
To enter simply go to

www.alanrogers.com/winbig
Full details and terms and conditions
on our website. This competition closes
on 13 March 2015.

DAY

and summer to make them even more appealing
to holidaymakers.

As many are looking forward to booking their summer

break, we’re taking a look at some great destinations

for both high and low season. From seaside resorts to

mountain retreats, the camping world really does offer

something for people from all walks of life. Our readers

who are planning a tour of the World War I battlefields will
find inspiration on page (24).

So whether you’re going away with the family or heading out
as a couple, read on for some holiday inspiration.You might
be surprised where your next journey takes you...

Enjoy!

Charlotte - Editor
Destinations
Editorial

Alan Rogers Guides & Travel
Spelmonden Old Oast
Goudhurst, Kent TN17 1HE
01580 214000
alanrogers.com
destinations@alanrogers.com

Contributors
Paul Effenberg
Based in Kent, Paul is our Graphic Designer who combines creative
editorial and imagery to produce the look of Destinations.

Advertising
Olga Hoving
01580 214066
olga@alanrogers.com

John Wickersham
A leading caravanning author and outdoor activities expert, John likes
to spend his time writing, climbing mountains and canoeing.

© Alan Rogers Travel Ltd. All rights reserved
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contents
Fifth edition
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Touring the battlefields in
low season

Top sites to visit in Picardy as part of your
tour to commemorate World War I

Beside the seaside

Find out why campers and caravanners
flock to Tarragona year after year

No mountain too high

86

BIG
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The call of the coast

It’s more than endless sunshine
that draws families to France’s
Atlantic coast

Discover the majestic Tirol, its best
sights and its age old traditions

34
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giants
In the footsteps of

From country to city,
Eire and Northern Ireland
have much to enchant
and enjoy
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52

The Knowledge

Brush up on your campsite etiquette
for a peaceful and relaxing holiday
44
93

Lifestyle

A sense of adventure

54

John Wickersham guides us safely through
the exciting world of adventure activities

Screen age holidaying

Can embracing the age of the small screen
improve your holiday experience?

80

10 minutes with
Floris Ausems

Campsite owner Floris Ausems
talks us through a typical day
in high season

58

Under canvas
The right site

Our camping experts offer some tips
on finding the perfect location to pitch
your tent

In the bag

The latest products and accessories
for the discerning camper

18

And the winner is...

Take a look at the winners of the
2014 Alan Rogers Campsite Awards
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FREE

The Alan Rogers
Travel Card

At Alan Rogers we have a network of thousands of quality

inspected and selected campsites. We also have partnerships

with numerous organisations, including ferry operators
and tourist attractions, all of whom can bring you

benefits and save you money.

Our FREE Travel Card binds all this together at

alanrogers.com/travelcard

So register today...and start saving.
6 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Benefits that add up
• Offers and benefits on

many Alan Rogers campsites
across Europe
• Save up to 60% in low season

on over 600 campsites

• Free cardholders’ magazine
• Big savings on rented

accommodation and hotels
at 400 locations

Register today...
and start saving
Carry the Alan Rogers Travel Card on your travels through
Europe and save money all the way.

You’ll enjoy exclusive deals with ferry operators, continental partners,
tourist attractions and more. Even hotels, apartments, mobile homes
and other campsite accommodation.
We’ve teamed up with Camping Cheque, the leading low season
discount scheme, to offer you the widest choice of quality campsites
at unbelievable prices. Simply load your card with Cheques before
you travel.

Step 1

Register at www.alanrogers.com/travelcard
• Discounted ferries

Step 2

• Savings on Alan Rogers

You’ll receive a welcome email, with useful links and information
(If you don’t have a card at registration, an activated one will be sent to you)

guides
• Vote for your favourite

campsite in the
Alan Rogers Awards

Step 3

Start using your card to save money or to redeem benefits
during your holiday.

alanrogers.com/travelcard

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 7
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A French attraction
As any parent knows, keeping the kids entertained on holiday
can sometimes be harder than it seems, even when there’s a
range of activities on the campsite for them. Part of the battle
for mum and dad is getting them sufficiently worn out by bed
time – all the new sights, sounds and playmates are very
exciting and stimulating, especially for young children.

8 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Attraction parks are a great way to break from the holiday routine of

poolside relaxation, nature walks, the kids club and exploring local towns

and villages. They cater for everyone, from toddlers to teenagers, and let’s

face it, even we adults take a certain childlike pleasure in theme park

rides, whether we care to admit it or not!

Disneyland Paris
Since its inception almost a century ago Disney has
captured the imagination of generations. Consequently,
Disneyland Paris draws in families from all over Europe,
with almost as much appeal for adults as for children;
the two parks cater to all with rides that offer an
experience of some of the oldest classics such as Snow
White and Pinocchio right through to more recent
features such as Cars.
Disneyland Park is where visitors immerse themselves
in the Disney of yesteryear. It’s where the kids can meet
Mickey and Minnie or one of the Disney princesses,
where adults can dive into 3D recreations their favourite
movies and the more adventurous can enjoy a few thrills
with Indiana Jones, or journey through the cosmos on
Space Mountain: Mission 2. Walt Disney Studios Park
combines some exhilarating rides with a behind-thescenes look at how Disney is brought to life. Kids who
grew up with Toy Story and Finding Nemo will love the

selection of rides and shows, which range from the
Slinky Dog Zigzag Spin, aimed at smaller children, to
the Twilight Zone Tower of Terror, a terrifying ride that
has teenagers and adults shrieking.
One of the highlights of a day at Disney is the parade
that takes place down Main Street in Disneyland Park.
Elaborate floats laden with Disney’s most loved
characters process through the crowds, followed by
dancers and actors, while Sleeping Beauty’s fairy
godmothers weave through their midst, casting good
luck spells on the watching children. Into the evening,
there is an impressive laser and firework display that
lights up the castle while fountains dance on either side.
www.disneylandparis.co.uk

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 9
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Dennlys Park, Pas de Calais

Les Naudières, Nantes

For those not straying too far from the ports or who
want an overnight stop before catching the ferry, Dennlys
Park offers a lot for children and families. Situated
between Boulogne and Lille, it has everything from a
haunted castle to high speed roller coasters. Smaller
children can enjoy the Ferris wheel, the spinning ‘cannibal
pots’ (a more sinister version of the traditional spinning
cups), the monorail and the flying chairs, while older kids
will love the white knuckle Nitro coaster, the Crazy River
water ride and the Furio, a runaway mine train.

Of course roller coasters aren’t for everyone. Traditional
theme parks require substantial amounts of time standing
in queues and sometimes it’s best to let the kids run off
all their energy in an environment tailored for that very
purpose. Les Naudières near Nantes is just such a place,
set up with pedalos, a maze, trampolines and ball pools
for all ages to enjoy.

In addition to the thrills, there is a magic show that
takes place twice daily from June to August and gets
members of the audience involved. Kids can also have
their faces painted and hair braids put in. There’s a more
sedate side to the park as well: a museum showcases
beautiful miniature fairground rides made from recycled
materials by a former showman, and the old mill is open
for visitors to explore and discover the area’s history.
www.dennlys-parc.com

The park is very conscious of catering to kids of
different age groups, and provides areas specifically for
younger children. Two trampolines and two of the ball
pools are for children under 12 only, and there is a three
storey play area for 3-8 year olds. For the older ones
there’s a roller coaster and an assault course to try out, as
well as a zip wire. Dotted throughout the park are various
inflatable courses where kids can take on a fort guarded
by a dragon, duel with one another or try the rodeo.
Adults will enjoy taking on the sledding track with their
kids. Reminiscent of a bobsleigh course, it features cars
designed for two people that zoom through the twists and
turns of the track on a thrilling ride. All that activity will
work up a keen appetite, and there is a snack bar on site
where families can get lunch, as well as lots of spaces
to sit and enjoy a picnic.
www.lesnaudieres.com
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International de Jablines
Best campsites for Attraction Parks

Seine-et-Marne
Tel +33 160 26 09 37 www.camping-jablines.com

A modern site located just 9km from
Disneyland Paris and 30km from Parc
Asterix, Jablines is ideal for exploring
Paris and its nearby attractions. On-site
are man-made lakes where guests can
swim or relax on the lakeside beaches.
The pitches are of a good size and
have electricity, and pets are welcome.

Camping de l’Ocean
Le Croisic
Tel +33 240 23 07 69 www.camping-ocean.com

Set on the Le Croisic peninsula on the pretty
Brittany coastline, l’Ocean is a familyoriented campsite with plenty to keep the
whole family entertained. An excellent
aquapark with flumes, a Jacuzzi and
slow river is the hub of the complex,
and the wellness centre is the ideal place
for parents to relax while the kids play.
A shop and restaurant are also on-site.

BIG
win!

WIN A
HOLID
AY

See if you can
win! BIG
To enter simply go to
www.alanrogers.com/winbig
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7reasons

why you need to visit Norway

In 2013, site inspector Steve Jones and his wife Jan headed north to
tour Norway as part of their assessing duties for Alan Rogers. Not
only did they check up on the sites featured in our guide books,
they also returned having extensively explored the country itself.

A destination holidaymakers often overlook in favour of higher temperatures,
Norway is a true European gem where life is relaxed and freedom treasured.
There is a misperception among we British that because it lies north of our little
island it must be chilly all year round; summer temperatures, however, can easily
reach 25 degrees or above, and the air is blessedly free from humidity. It would
also be a mistake to assume that Norway is all fjords and forests – the southern
coast has some excellent beaches.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 13
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Steve and Jan came back with such high praise for this spectacular
country that we asked for their top picks. So here are some (very good)
reasons why you need to add Norway to your holiday list:

To find the eye of the maelstrom
If you’re going to brave the north, then you mustn’t
miss the maelstrom at Saltstraumen. Here you’ll find the
strongest tidal current in the world with water speeds of
up to 25mph, and whirlpools of up to 10m in diameter.
Strangely for such a ferocious setting, the peaceful, laid
back pastime of angling is popular here.

To cross into the Arctic Circle
Nothing will make you feel more like an intrepid explorer
than crossing into the Arctic Circle. You’ll have to venture
into the northern reaches of Norway, but it’s worth the
journey. Somewhat more forgiving than in the old days,
it has a visitor centre where postcards can be bought and
sent, but the mountainous landscape evokes a feeling of
being at the far flung edge of civilisation.

14 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

To walk on a glacier

Home of the largest glacier in continental Europe,
this breathtaking Jostedal Glacier National Park gives
an insight into the formation of the Norwegian landscape.
Deep valleys, cascading waterfalls and of course the
glaciers themselves provide a stunning backdrop for
walking, kayaking and other outdoor activities. Guided
family walks on the glacier are a rare opportunity to
discover these natural wonders up close.
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Norway

To drive the Atlantic Road

To lay on the beach

Purportedly the most spectacular drive in the world,
the Atlantic Road stretches for 8.3km over small islands
and skerries between the cities of Molde and Kristiansund.
The open sea views are nothing short of astonishing and
make for an exhilarating experience whether you cross
in calm weather or wild storms.

Although you can do this in many countries, there’s
something about the beach experience in Norway that
seems purer and more indulgent. One of the best
stretches of coast is between Farsund and Lista – white
sands, cool sea, dunes and rock pools all set against a
vast blue sky. And as the days are long in Norway, you’ll
really be able to make the most of every day.

To meet the Vikings

Oslo’s Viking Ship Museum is the best place to get
acquainted with the hardy folk of Scandinavia’s past.
Take a look at two well preserved ships as well as sledges,
tools, textiles and household items. If you want to take it
a step further, Karmoy’s Viking festival in June is the ideal
opportunity to discover the Viking spirit. Taste Viking food,
try your hand at archery, and listen to traditional music
in the reconstructed settlement.

To visit a fairytale

Alesund’s Art Nouveau architecture and ornamental
buildings will make you feel like you’ve stepped into a
fairytale. The city itself seems to float on the fjord and
the pastel faces of the buildings, the turrets and strange
sculptures awaken the imagination.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 15
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If you think you’d make a great campsite inspector, please email us at
inspectors@alanrogers.com for an information pack.
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The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

And the

winner is...
Each January, at the prestigious Vakantiebeurs in Utrecht, we

announce the winners of the Alan Rogers Campsite Awards
before an invited audience of Europe’s camping and

caravanning fraternity and related media.

18 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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The Alan Rogers Campsite
Awards 2014
Presented at the Vakantiebeurs, Utrecht
14th January 2015

For more than 40 years, Alan Rogers has been producing
the most authoritative independent campsite guides on
the market, providing consumers with a level of detail and
quality assessment unparalleled by other brands. The Alan
Rogers awards are a celebration of the achievements of
the campsites we recommend, highlighting their
endeavour and recognising their excellence.
The Alan Rogers Awards are designed to reflect the variety
and values conveyed in our guides and on our website.
Candidates from over 2,000 sites and holiday parks across
Europe and the UK are considered, with input from our
dedicated assessors, our head office team and, of course,
our readers.
Needless to say, it was an extremely difficult task
choosing the winners. The awards cover ten categories,
and each identifies an overall winner and two highly
commended runners up that have shown remarkable
quality during 2014. Find out more about the awards at

alanrogers.com/awards

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 19
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The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

excellence

Recognising

Alan Rogers Progress Award

This award reflects the hard work and commitment
undertaken by particular site owners to improve and
upgrade their site. Candidates for this award may be
existing sites which have undergone a far reaching
improvement programme, or sites which have passed
into new ownership and benefited from substantial
investment in terms of time and money.

Alan Rogers Welcome Award

This award recognises sites offering a particularly
warm welcome and maintaining a friendly ambience
throughout readers’ holidays.

Winner
Camping Marina di Venezia (IT60450)
Italy
This large and lively campsite in Veneto is next to a
sandy beach and has lots to entertain families. In 2014
the owners improved their provision for guests by
installing new, state-of-the-art rental accommodation.

Runners up
Camping Landclub Ruinen (NL6160)
Netherlands

Winner
Domaine de Soleil Plage (FR24090)
France
Situated by a river, this attractive site in the Dordogne
is great for an active family holiday. A warm welcome
awaits both guests and their pets, and there is plenty
of entertainment for all.

Runners up
Camping Parc la Clusure (BE0670)
Belgium
A friendly and well run site in the wooded uplands of
the Ardennes, Parc la Clusure has a pleasant atmosphere
and is ideal for young families. Its beautiful location and
spacious pitches make it a popular destination.
Kawan Village El Astral (ES90290)
Spain
This homely riverside site is run by charming owners
who speak excellent English and will always welcome
you with a smile. It’s designed to be environmentally
friendly and has great facilities for all ages.

20 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

A spacious site in the woods of Drenthe, Camping
Ruinen is great for couples and families alike. Much of
the site was renovated for the 2014 season, with a new
indoor pool, restaurant and children’s zoo added.
Goolderheide Vakantiepark (BE0760)
Belgium
This family run campsite caters well to families, with its
excellent pool complex and comprehensive play area.
Extensive improvements were made for 2014 including
a brand new restaurant and swimming pools, as well
as new rental tents.
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Alan Rogers Active Holiday Award

This award reflects sites in outstanding locations which
are ideally suited for active holidays, notably walking or
cycling, but which could extend to include such
activities as winter sports and water sports.

Alan Rogers Seaside Award

This award is made for sites which we feel are
particularly suitable for a really excellent seaside holiday.

Winner
Winner
Camping Domaine de la Bergerie (FR83170)
France
Set near the Côte d’Azur among cork, oak and pine
trees, this campsite has a wealth of activities to suit
visitors of all ages. A pool complex and fitness centre
keep adults active, while roller skating, a kids’ club
and a mini farm ensure children are well occupied.

Runners up
Camping Seeblick Toni (AU0100)
Austria
In the quiet, rural setting of the Tirol, this campsite is
a great base from which to explore Austria. From hiking
and cycling to swimming and fishing, there’s plenty to
do during a stay here.
Hvidbjerg Strand (DK2010)
Denmark
This family owned site on the west coast of Denmark
has some excellent facilities for active visitors including
a water park with waterslides, a children’s pool and
whirlpool, a play city with climbing wall and trampolines,
and mini golf.

Zaton Holiday Resort (CR6782)
Croatia
A newly built holiday park close to the city of Zadar,
this resort is next to the azure waters of the
Mediterranean Sea. The Blue Flag beach is ideal for
relaxing and for water sports, with shallow water for
young children to play in and disabled access.

Runners up
Camping Tamarit Park Resort (ES84830)
Spain
This attractive campsite is located beside a stretch of
fine sand, with several pitches situated virtually on the
Blue Flag beach. Families can try water sports such as
kayaking or simply enjoy the Spanish sunshine and a
good book.
Camping les Embruns (FR29180)
France
Set in the heart of a village this campsite is only 250
metres from a sandy cove on the beautiful Brittany
coastline. The site has great family-oriented facilities
including a water park, wellness centre and horse
riding nearby.

Runners up
Alan Rogers Country Award

This award acknowledges sites which are attractively
located in pleasant, rural settings.

Winner
Caravan Park Sexten (IT62030)
Italy
This campsite in northern Italy is located close to the
Austrian border and surrounded by the spectacular
scenery of the Dolomites. Open all year round, it is an
ideal escape enabling guests to connect with nature
while enjoying excellent facilities.

Camping Les Dômes de Miage (FR74140)
France
Set in a pretty spa town close to Chamonix, this site is
a great base from which to explore the Alps. Visitors can
admire the breathtaking scenery on foot, by bike or on
a river raft, and can even venture into Switzerland and
Italy if they choose.
Camping Harfenmühle (DE32540)
Germany
A quiet, family run site, Camping Harfenmühle is set in
a wooded valley between the wine regions of Mosel and
Nahe. It’s well suited for those looking for an active
outdoor holiday, with plenty of attractions nearby.
www.alanrogers.com/destinations 21
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Alan Rogers Innovation Award

This award acknowledges campsites with outstanding
creative and original concepts, possibly with features
which are unique, and simply cannot be found
elsewhere.

Alan Rogers Small Campsite Award

This award acknowledges top quality small campsites
(less than 75 pitches) which offer a friendly welcome
and first class amenities throughout the season.

Winner
Winner
Camping Cala Llevadó (ES82000)
Spain
Situated on the Costa Brava, this beautiful site has a new
eco bungalow park with 30 eco bungalows made with
locally sourced wood and cork, and integrated attractively
into the surroundings. The site features Airco heating,
LED lights and an electric car for customers to use.

Riverside Caravan and Camping Park (UK0745)
England
This lovely park is set in 40 acres of woodland and
meadow and caters very well for its visitors. The owners
have spent a lot of time developing the site, adding
fishing lakes and a play area, and facilities are modern
and well maintained.

Runners up
Runners up
Kawan Village Château le Verdoyer (FR24010)
France

Camping WeidumerHout (NL5715)
Netherlands

This pretty campsite in the Dordogne saw a big
investment in a natural means of treating waste water
using reed beds. It’s a great example to other campsites
looking to improve their sustainability.

Situated in a beautiful rural location, this campsite was
developed from a farm and has a tranquil atmosphere
that makes for a relaxing stay. All visitors can enjoy great
views of the countryside and there are lots of activities
to enjoy close by.

Camping Stover Strand International (DE28990)
Germany

Lech Camping (DE36420)
Germany

This large site in Lower Saxony has recently installed
innovative, high quality wash blocks that include good
facilities for disabled visitors. It has also introduced
a very attractive dining boat on the River Elbe, which
runs alongside the location.

Visitors to this site in Bavaria are in very capable hands
from the moment they arrive. The owner works hard to
meet her guests’ needs and there is a wide range of
attractions nearby, including the city of Augsburg,
LEGOLAND and ancient castles.

Alan Rogers Special Award

The Special Award is presented to campsites which we
feel have suffered very significant setbacks, but have
coped admirably in very difficult circumstances.

Before

^

Camping Sobec (SV4210)
Slovenia
This campsite suffered extensive storm damage in early
2014 but thanks to the fortitude of its owners, who put
in a great deal of hard work, it soon reverted to its
normal high standard.

22 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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The Alan Rogers Campsite Awards

Alan Rogers Family Site Award

Many sites claim to be family friendly but this award
acknowledges the sites we feel to be the very best in
this respect.

Runners up
Camping Campofelice (CH9890)
Switzerland
Bordered by Lake Maggiore, this superb site offers a lot
for families. It’s located close to a sandy, lakeside beach
where children can play and swim and water sports
enthusiasts can windsurf and waterski.
Camping De Molenhof (NL6480)
Netherlands

Winner
Camping Union Lido Vacanze (IT60200)
Italy

A pleasant site that caters well for families with
children under 12, De Molenhof has an exciting
adventure playground and a specially designed
entertainment hall to keep the kids occupied all day.

This very large and well organised site has everything
the modern camper could wish for. From direct access
to a sandy beach and an impressive aqua park to an
array of restaurants and outdoor activities, it caters
wonderfully to all ages and preferences.

Alan Rogers Readers’ Award

Alan Rogers readers are invited to nominate their
favourite campsite (by means of an online poll at
www.alanrogers.com and www.alanrogers.com/nl).

Winner
Camping le Paradis (FR24060)
France
An excellent, well maintained riverside site, Camping
le Paradis offers guests a warm welcome and a tranquil
location to spend their holiday. Its popularity among
our readers is thanks to the high quality of its facilities,
the friendly staff and the variety of activities that are
available nearby.
www.alanrogers.com/destinations 23
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ouring

the battlefields in low season
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As many keen travellers will agree,

low season is the best time to tour. Not only

are the prices cheaper and the atmosphere
calmer, there’s something more relaxed

and authentic about the experience.
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Low season touring
The centenary of World War I is drawing many to the battlefields of northern
France to learn about the conflict and remember those who fought. While

touring the battlefields is a sombre experience, it’s also a chance to appreciate

the modern day scenery of the areas where the fighting took place.

The Somme
Some of the most famous and terrible battles took
place in the Somme region of Picardy, and there are
many memorials, museums and cemeteries to visit there.
Of particular interest to British visitors is Mametz and the
Bois Francais area, just east of Albert. It was here that
Robert Graves and Siegfried Sassoon served in early
1916 and many of the places are referred to in their
memoirs. The Citadel and Point 110 Old Military
cemeteries here are the resting places of men from the
Tunnelling Companies and the Manchester Regiment
among others. The headstones are a poignant reminder
of the youth of many of the soldiers. Just beyond is the
Bois Francais, a small wooded ridge where the opposing
front lines were extremely close together. Shell holes are
still visible off the track.

One of the most interesting museums is the Somme
1916 Museum in Albert, which occupies a space that was
used as an air raid shelter in World War II. Here visitors
can see scenes of the trenches, original uniforms,
equipment and weaponry.
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Camping Cheques are valid for up to two years, so
if you don’t use them up they’ll carry over to your
next trip, whether it’s abroad or in the UK.

Verdun
After the war, Verdun was declared a ‘Zone Rouge’,
meaning that it was so devastated and so riddled with
munitions that the villages were not rebuilt. Consequently
there are a lot of features to be seen, including the remains
of villages such as Ornes and Louvemont, a memorial to
Muslim soldiers and the haunting Ossuary, which holds
the skeletons of some 130,000 soldiers.
Camp Marguerre is an intriguing site located in
Spincourt Forest, established in 1915 by the Germans
to study the use and improvement of concrete. It’s a small
village with a shelter zone, living quarters and a concrete
plant. The commandant’s house still bears traces of wall
decorations and the officers’ quarters has some external
engravings that suggest the inhabitants were there for
some time.
Fort Douaumont is also one of the primary points of
interest, with commanding views of the surrounding
landscape. Its interior is highly atmospheric – chilly, stark

26 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

corridors where sounds echo along the walls lead to
various rooms where relics and reconstructions of living
quarters are displayed.

Amiens

Away from the battlefields is Amiens, a vital British
logistics centre during the Great War that was captured
and recaptured throughout the period. It was the site of
the opening phase of the Hundred Days Offensive, which
ultimately led to the end of the war. It’s now a lively city
with a thriving music scene and some striking architecture,
including that of the cathedral, which is a UNESCO World
Heritage site. The Quatier Saint-Leu d’Amiens is an
enchanting district with art galleries, boutiques and
bookshops to explore along its narrow streets.
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Where to stay
The Camping Cheque scheme has some great
campsites in Picardy that are conveniently located
for battlefield tours.

Les Puits Tournants
Cheques accepted:
01/04/2015 – 10/07/2015 | 17/08/2015 – 18/10/2015
Located in the Haute Somme lakes, this campsite is
an ideal base for exploring Amiens and the battlefields.
Open from April to October, it has just 81 pitches,
making it a small and peaceful place to stay.

Le Val de Trie
Cheques accepted:
01/04/2015 – 17/07/2015 | 23/08/2015 – 04/10/2015
This campsite is perfect for those who want to
combine historical site visits with an exploration of the
Picardy countryside, being close to the Bay of Somme
and less than an hour’s drive from Amiens.

Camping de Sorel
Cheques accepted:
31/01/2015 – 28/06/2015 | 31/08/2015 – 14/12/2015
Situated further out in the Picardy countryside, this
site is midway between Amiens and Paris, making it
a fantastic base for mixing the glamour of Paris with
the solemnity of the battlefields.

More about Camping Cheque

Camping Cheque is a flexible scheme that
enables you to stay on over 600 campsites for
a fixed price during low season. Cheques cost
just £14.95, meaning you can save up to 60%
on pitch fees, and on most campsites there’s
no need to book – simply arrive and stay for
as long as you like.

One Cheque gives you one night for two
people on a standard pitch with electricity, and
Cheques can be bought in paper or electronic
formats, the latter being on a card that you can
use to pay at your chosen campsites.

For more information call 01580 214002, or
order a site directory for full details of each
campsite in the scheme.
www.campingcheque.co.uk
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Comfortable

outdoor holidays

The first trip abroad is an adventure for any family,

and choosing the right campsite is vital to getting the

best experience. With sites throughout France and the

Costa Brava, Kawan Villages offers the level of comfort

and convenience that makes a holiday extra special.

In the Kawan Villages group, a warm welcome is guaranteed
and the managers of the 37 campsites do their best to offer
customers a pleasant, relaxing stay.
28 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Kawan Villages campsites
(advertisement feature)

Whether you’re travelling by ferry or through the
Tunnel, you’ll find several Kawan Village sites nearby,
ideally placed for exploring the French coastline and
some of its most celebrated treasures: Mont St
Michel, the Normandy landing beaches and the
Somme Bay.
If you’re venturing further afield, choose a campsite
in the Loire Valley and visit the famous châteaux,
or head to Champagne and its rolling vineyards and
sparkling lakes. Further south you’ll discover Poitiers,
where you can delight your family with the excitement
of Futuroscope. Wherever you decide to spend your
holiday, your Kawan Villages campsite will provide
top quality services; why not treat yourselves to
some delicious French cuisine and a glass of wine
at the campsite restaurant, then collect fresh bread
and pastries from the on-site shop for a continental
breakfast each morning? Even in low season, all
Kawan Villages campsites offer their services and
accept Camping Cheques from touring visitors.
Some first-timers worry about coping with a new
language abroad – making yourself understood can
seem daunting. Kawan Villages sites welcome guests
from all over Europe, so you’ll always find someone
at the campsite reception able to speak your
language. The friendly staff will help you to organise
trips, call a garage, make an appointment with a
veterinarian, book a taxi or whatever else you need.
You’ll also have access to the campsite wi-fi, so you
can make your friends jealous by sharing your photos.
Thanks to spacious pitches, Kawan Villages
campsites can accommodate longer caravans and
motorhomes, and some even offer luxury pitches
with their own sanitation facilities giving you hotel
comfort in your countryside surroundings. There
are also mobile homes, bungalows, lodge tents
and cabins on stilts for rent, many of which come
with comfort mattresses, duvets and pillows
provided. One way to guarantee you, day and
night, the perfect holiday.
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In 2015, all Kawan Villages are offering

‘upgrade weeks’ during which you can upgrade
your accommodation or add selected options

for the price of standard accommodation.

For more information take a look at the

Kawan Villages brochure or the website:
www.kawan-villages.com

1

2

All Kawan Villages accept Camping Cheques during
low season and guarantee you quality pitches for
only £14.95 per night.
30 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Kawan Villages campsites
(advertisement feature)

1 A stone’s throw from the ferry ports, France
welcomes you with some of its most beautiful sites:
Mont St Michel, the town of St Malo or Amiens’
Gothic Cathedral. Visitors interested in World War I
can easily visit the primary battle sites such as
those in the Somme.
2 Whether you travel with a motorhome, a tent or
a caravan, Kawan Villages’ pitches are wide enough
to welcome you.
3 Open even in low season, Kawan Villages’
services guarantee you a comfortable stay in France.
Most of the sites are equipped with good restaurants,
takeaways or grocery shops, and if you need help
during your stay, the staff at Kawan will be happy
to assist.

3

4 Each Kawan Villages site has a swimming pool.
Most are heated so you can enjoy them even in early
season or late summer.
5 If you don’t feel like taking your caravan to France,
you can book comfortable accommodation on any
Kawan Villages campsite. All have high quality duvets
and pillows for a peaceful night’s sleep.

4

Kawan Villages runs 28 campsites in France.
To find out more, visit

5

www.kawan-villages.co.uk
or contact them on 0033 3 85 72 29 00
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Download your app FREE
from iTunes or the Android Play store
alanrogers.com/digital
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Ireland

giants
In the footsteps of

“Now sweetly lies old Ireland,

Emerald green beyond the foam,

Awakening sweet memories,

Calling the heart back home.”
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Poets have often written of Ireland’s emerald
hills and sparkling waters, lighting the

imagination with depictions of the country’s
beauty. To the visitor, however, the words of

these poems pale in comparison to the reality.
From the wild coastline buffeted by an

untamed sea to the rolling pastures with their
meandering dry stone walls, Ireland’s

splendour is only truly realised firsthand.
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Coast to coast
Many of the romantic notions of Ireland manifest
themselves in the stunning natural beauty of Kerry. It’s a
mystical, largely unspoilt region despite the number of
tourists that flock there to walk the famous Ring of Kerry.
The Ring is admired for its beautiful beaches, the finest of
which is often agreed to be Rossbeigh, a 2km strand
gently lapped by waves. At one end is the wreck of the
Sunbeam, a 100 year old schooner that until 2014 was
partially buried in the sand. It’s also known for its walking
and cycling trails, which are pleasant to use as many
visitors choose to explore the Ring by car or coach.
To the west are the Skelligs, two immense rocks rising
from the sea, the smaller of which is home to a huge
colony of Gannets. The larger is open to the public and,
almost impossibly, is the location of a monastery that was
occupied from the seventh century for around 600 years. It
has a remote, weather-beaten feel, and the stone beehive
structures of the Christian settlement have earned it a place
on the UNESCO World Heritage List.
If the Skelligs seem strange to the wide-eyed traveller,
the Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland is wholly
otherworldly. Great basalt columns emerge from the sea,
built, according to legend, by the giant Fionn mac Cumhaill.
In Gaelic mythology he was challenged to a fight by the
Scottish giant Benandonner and, having accepted, built the
causeway so the two could meet. Fionn then realised his
foe was much bigger than him and fled back to Ireland with
Benandonner on his tail. Fearful, he asked his wife Oonagh
to help him hide, so she disguised him as a baby and when
Benandonner arrived and saw the size of the ‘child’, he
imagined Fionn to be enormous. Terrified, he fled back to
Scotland, destroying the Causeway behind him so he
couldn’t be followed.
Today’s visitor needn’t fear an encounter with either
giant. Under the watchful eye of the National Trust, tourists
can walk out onto the columns, climb the Shepherd’s
Steps and follow the cliff top trail for a giant’s eye view
of the coast. There’s also plenty of wildlife to discover,
from seabirds and seals to living
fossils called stromatolites.
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Ireland

A tale of two cities - Dublin
Straddling the grey-green waters of the River Liffey,
Dublin is a city that’s renowned for the hospitality of its
people, the vibrancy of its nightlife and the prowess of its
writers. Joyce, Beckett and Yeats – all were Dublin-born
literary giants who featured their beloved city in their work,
bringing to life its charms and romances. Beyond the
fiction, its bustling streets are home to a populace that
is incredibly proud of its heritage and culture – testaments
to which are collected around the centre of the city, from
the 13th century Dublin Castle to the General Post Office,
headquarters of the rebels during the 1916 Easter Rising.
For a family day out, Dublin is full of great activities.
A favourite with the kids is Butlers Chocolate Experience,
a chocolate factory where they can explore the origins of
chocolate, learn about chocolate decoration techniques,
see how Butlers’ confectionary is made and, of course,
sample the goods along the way. There’s also Dublin zoo,
which has a diverse selection of critters from lions and
tigers to flamingos and penguins. Visitors can learn about
the animals’ habitats and the zoo’s enrichment programme,
which provides play items for its occupants.
Dublin is renowned for warm welcomes and a lively
social scene, both in the cafés and pubs during the day
and the bars and clubs that open into the small hours.
There are over 700 pubs to choose from, as well as
a dynamic live music scene, with local bands and
traditional music performances happening all over
the city in various venues.
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Belfast
Accessible in a few hours from even the furthest reaches
of Northern Ireland, Belfast is a city of thriving visual art and
maritime history. It’s characterised by the juxtaposition of
elegant Victorian buildings with modern architecture, and
by the murals, which allude to the political turmoil that has
afflicted the city since the 1960s. Depicting the struggles
of the past few decades, they adorn the walls of houses
and buildings projecting the political standpoints of both
Loyalists and Republicans.
Belfast’s docklands, famous for being the birthplace of
the Titanic, have seen significant redevelopment recently;
the Titanic Experience draws interest from many tourists
with its nine galleries that tell the ship’s story from its
beginnings in the shipyard to its Atlantic grave. The Harland
and Wolff shipyard remains and now turns its attentions to
offshore renewable energy.
Over on Queen’s Quay the nautical theme continues
in the names of the leisure complex and concert venue:
the Odyssey and Waterfront Hall respectively. The former
houses cinemas, bars, restaurants and shops, as well as
the W5 interactive discovery centre, which has a multitude
of exhibits to inspire children from as young as five to
take an interest in science.

Belfast has a huge range of festivals that
occur throughout the year. They are
part of the city’s life blood and great fun
to experience.
Find a full festival calendar for 2015 at
www.belfastcity.gov.uk
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Ballyness Caravan Park
Best campsites for Ireland

Co. Antrim
Tel +44 28 2073 2393 www.ballynesscaravanpark.com

Designed with conservation in mind and
immaculately cared for, this campsite is
close to the coast and the famous
Giant’s Causeway. Native trees and
shrubs are planted in keeping with the
natural surroundings and on-site ponds
attract wildlife. The hard-standing pitches
all have electricity, water and drainage,
and there’s a play area for children.

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have

The UK’s market leading independent
guides to the best campsites
Also available on iPad alanrogers.com/digital
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Getting outdoors
with the family

There’s no denying that screens are a big part of our

modern world and it’s not uncommon to find that our kids
are more technology savvy than we are. Here the NCC
explains why their latest research shows it’s good to

have a balance between the screen and the outdoors.
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With the rise of digital technology
outdoor play has never been more important
Have you ever wondered how much time youngsters spend in front of a screen?
In a bid to discover the impacts of technology on family time at home and on holiday the
Caravan, Camping & Motorhome Show carried out a survey, The Family Lifestyle and
Holiday Habits Report.

95%

The headline from the report is that that
of children
spend as much as seven hours per day in front of a screen at home,
swapping fun with friends outside for staying indoors with laptops,
tablets and televisions.
The research also revealed that only 12% of children get out and about to play once a day
– compared to 30% of previous generations. But it’s not just children who are growing more
square-eyed, 58% of adults also spend 3-5 hours of their own spare time every day staring at
the same devices. Does this sound familiar, do you spend all your time staring at your phone
or tablet? Do your kids do the same?
The report found that while two in five adults had made lifestyle changes to get active and improve
their health in the last 12 months it is clear that those aged 16 and under today are experiencing
very different childhoods to that of their parents.
Youngsters are missing out on traditional outdoor activities; 63% have not climbed a tree, 57%
have not swam in the sea and 42% have not ridden a bike or scooter outside in the last twelve
months. Also, less than a third (30%) of children under 16 have made a den, put up a tent or
flown a kite outside in the last year.
However, 73% of parents said it is either extremely, or very, important to be active outdoors on
holiday with 56% stating that outdoor space to explore is a crucial factor in making their holiday
more special for their child.
To inspire you to get outdoors more as a family, both when on holiday and not, consider what
school teacher Tim Meek, his wife and two daughters Amy (11) and Ella (9) have been up to.
Having sold their house and quit their jobs they’ve been on a year-long ‘Ed-Venture’ in a touring
caravan to spend more quality time together as a family away from digital technology.
“The importance of spending time together as a family shouldn’t be underestimated, especially
when you spend that time outdoors. While we wouldn’t expect other families to make the leap
and decide to spend their life exploring in a caravan for a year like we have, we would urge anyone
with kids glued to a smartphone or tablet to get outside and explore what the real world has to
offer at the weekend and on holiday. There is so much to gain through sharing simple experiences
like having a picnic in the park, visiting local landmarks or just getting out in the woods,” Tim says.
The report shows that parents realise the importance of active, outdoor time when on holiday
and going camping or caravanning offers the ideal way to make it happen, be that for a short
weekend break or that once a year trip.
To find out all you need to know about having an amazing holiday in the great outdoors visit
the Caravan, Camping & Motorhome Show (February) and its sister event the Motorhome
& Caravan Show (October), both held each year at the NEC in Birmingham. These shows offer
you the chance to browse and compare leisure vehicles, tents and holiday homes of all types,
hear advice from the experts and meet a few famous faces too.
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A sense of
adventure

Why not pursue some adventurous pastimes
that leave you with really great memories?

In summer 1995, I discovered a range of activities being offered in France which
appealed to my sense of adventure. Not surprisingly, some are available in the UK
as well. But not all. For instance skiing on snow in the month of July, or going on
walks with a donkey are delights that I’ve not found at home.
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John Wickersham

Suffice it to say I keep going back to try out fresh challenges and to discover new
places in France. So here are some examples of things the more adventurous of
you might like... and there are dozens of others beyond those listed here.
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An activities masterclass
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at the port
Start your holiday

For most holidaymakers, travelling to a destination is nothing

more than a necessity, a series of hurdles to be leapt before
they can finally relax. The kids have to be entertained,

new roads negotiated, language barriers overcome.

For those who travel by ferry to France, crossings
to Calais or Dunkirk are popular because of their
short duration and good value. But choosing a
longer crossing means you could arrive closer to
your final destination and start your ‘me time’ as
soon as you board the ferry.
Cutting your driving journey down once you reach
France takes some of the pressure off and arriving
in Normandy or Brittany gives you easier access
to Paris, the Vendee and the Loire among other
regions. There are often great deals that make your
crossing more affordable, and the availability of
cabins and on-board entertainment mean that you
can begin your holiday as soon as you set sail.

Special Offer

Portsmouth
-Cherbourg
From £173
when you book a pitch holiday
with Alan Rogers

Or from £218
including

3 Camping Cheques
Sunday sailings only
Offer expires Friday 28 March

48 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Depending on the crossing you choose, Brittany Ferries ships have a range of on-board dining options,
a bar, children’s play areas and games rooms. You can also book a cabin for overnight journeys.

Caravans go FREE on selected crossings:
Portsmouth
-Caen

Plymouth
-Roscoff

Poole
-Cherbourg

From £257

From £257

From £287

when you book a pitch
holiday with Alan Rogers

when you book a pitch
holiday with Alan Rogers

Or from £302

Or from £302

Or from £332

including

including

including

3 Camping Cheques

3 Camping Cheques

when you book a pitch
holiday with Alan Rogers

3 Camping Cheques

Call now

01580 214002

for a quote with camping Cheques
Prices shown are examples and more Cheques may be purchased at £14.95 each. All offers subject to terms and conditions, please enquire.
All ferry offers may be applied to holiday bookings made with Camping Cheque and the Alan Rogers Travel Service ‘Essentials’ programme.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 49
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Alan Rogers travel service

From

£13.00
per nig
ht

essentials
All you need for a fantastic holiday on an

Alan Rogers inspected and selected campsite, with

unbeatable ferry deals.

50 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Modern campsites have lots to offer, from great facilities to well-run activity
clubs for children. Whether you’re looking to stay by the beach in Spain
or in the Austrian mountains, there are always plenty of options.
The Alan Rogers Travel Service has made finding the ideal
campsite a little easier with our new essentials brochure
- over 160 of Europe’s finest campsites in 11 countries,
all independently inspected and selected by Alan Rogers
inspectors for our market leading guide books. So all
you need do is make your choice, call us to make
arrangements and start looking forward to your
well-earned holiday. We’ll do the rest.
The Alan Rogers Travel Service was originally set
up to provide a low cost booking service for readers.
Prices start at just £13 per night and we pride ourselves
on being able to put together a bespoke holiday, taking
advantage of our experience, knowledge and contacts.
You’ll get convenience, peace of mind, a friendly,
efficient service - and amazing value for money.
It’s our biggest ever choice of campsites, with
even more coming soon online, and we can
arrange ferry crossings at incredible prices
too. So order a copy today and take a look
at our essentials for your next holiday.

FREE brochure
• 168 campsites in 11 countries
• From just £13 per night
• Ideal for tents, caravans, motorhomes
- and everything in between
• Travel Card benefits at many sites
• More ferry routes at seriously reduced prices
- call us for a quote and see for yourself!

Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000
Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure
www.alanrogers.com/destinations 51
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Camping and caravanning is the ideal way to

enjoy the great outdoors, but it’s always important
to spare a thought for your fellow holidaymakers.
If you’re new to the experience, here are a

few tips on campsite etiquette.

• Keep pets under control. Fido might
be the friendliest canine in town, but
some people simply aren’t keen on
dogs, so make sure he’s well behaved
around others. It’s also considerate to
ensure he stays quiet at night time, and
essential that he’s cleaned up after.

• Respect quiet hours. Many campsites
have quiet hours and if you want to keep
on good terms with your neighbours,
these should be respected. It’s easy to
get a little noisy if you’re in a big group
and the beers are flowing, but do try to
remember that other people may have
small children or an early start in the
morning.
• Keep an eye on the kids. Campsite life
is designed for children with plenty of
open space for them to play, but try to
ensure they don’t wander onto others’
pitches or disturb people who are
eating in the campsite restaurant.

52 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

• Space for all. Not every campsite has
hedges or borders to separate the
pitches. On open or unmarked pitches,
try to leave reasonable space between
your tent or caravan and the one next
to you. This is as much for your benefit
as theirs – you don’t want to be woken
by someone snoring three feet away in
the middle of the night!
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• Respect BBQ rules. Some campsites
have restrictions on the types of
barbeque that are permitted, so check
before you leave. In addition, don’t burn
anything that makes a terrible smell,
such as plastic – you might be putting
others off their dinner.
• Clean up. It’s an obvious but pertinent
point – leave bathrooms and washing
up sinks as you’d wish to find them.
• Bin the rubbish bags. Remember to
take rubbish bags to the bins before
going to bed. Leaving them outside
your unit can attract foxes and result
in rubbish strewn all over your pitch
(and possibly others’ too). Not
something you want to wake up to.

• Be friendly to your fellow campers.
Mostly you’ll find that others on your
campsite are pleasant and polite
– it’s the best way to make new friends.
Offer your neighbours help with setting
up if they look like they need it (and
don’t be afraid to ask for assistance if
you’re struggling) or recommend any
places of interest you think might
enhance someone else’s trip. That said,
some people like to keep themselves
to themselves, so don’t take it to heart
if your neighbours are less chatty than
you’d expect.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 53
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The right

You’ve bought the tent, the airbeds, the camping
stove.You know which country you’d like to go to.
You’ve even collected some good recipe ideas to
try out and have downloaded an app with all sorts
of outdoor game ideas. But how do you decide
which campsite is right for you?

Camping, like anything else, is highly subjective.
One camper’s lively luxury park is another’s noisy
nightmare, so finding the right place to pitch your
tent is central to a great experience.

54 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Tent camping

Narrow it down
You may already have your heart set on the French
countryside or the coast of Spain, but there’s further
narrowing down to be done – Spain, for example, has
over 3,000 miles of coastline. Research the areas you’re
interested in to see what they offer. Are you looking for
idyllic stretches of white sand and cobalt sea or wilder
coasts with rocky headlands and good walking trails?
Perhaps you want the craggy peaks of the Alps or the
volcanic drama of the Auvergne.
Some campers look for a balance between nature
and culture, in which case a site closer to a town or city
is a good choice. Many campsites near major cities are
designed to retain a rural feel while being within close
proximity to the key attractions, providing the best
of both worlds.

Activities are a big part of any holiday, whether they’re
organised on-site or available in the local area. Many parks
have tennis courts, pétanque and children’s clubs, and
some have lakes for fishing or golf courses. Picking a beach
or riverside location often means you can take advantage
of activities offered by local water sports centres such as
surfing, sailing, rafting and scuba diving. France’s Atlantic
Coast has several hotspots for keen surfers, while the
Ardèche region is great for rafting and canoeing. Rural
destinations provide excellent walking and cycling trails,
and adventure activities such as rock climbing and
orienteering are often available. If you fancy a more sedate
break, there are always historic towns, museums or abbeys
to visit, places to shop and local cafés in which to enjoy
a cup of coffee and watch the world go by.

Check out
tourist boa
rd
websites fo
r details on
th
ings
to do in the
local area as
well as fest
ivals and ev
ents.
You will also
find useful
information
on getting
about
and places
to eat.
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Tent camping

Back to basics
If you have younger children, a pool complex with
waterslides and a kids’ club might be high on the
priority list, whereas teenagers may prefer a lakeside
location that offers opportunities for bathing and
kayaking, or a campsite with a night club or live music.
In terms of the basics, most campsites offer modern
toilet facilities, a laundry room and a snack bar or
restaurant, but some locations, especially the larger
family-oriented ones, offer a raft of activities for all
ages. These can include table tennis, volleyball, games
rooms, a fitness centre, spa facilities… the list goes on.
A campsite with plenty to do is the ideal option for
some, while others seek peace and quiet on smaller
sites with more limited facilities – sometimes a basic
shop and clean washbasins are all you need.

56 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

If in doubt, consult an Alan Rogers guide
for help. Country guides enable you to
choose a campsite by the country and
region you’re planning to visit, while the
‘101’ guides offer a selection of sites
across Europe that follow a theme.
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Sizing up
The number of pitches is a good indication of how large
the site is. A site with up to 120 pitches can reasonably be
called small, while the biggest parks may have over 1,000
pitches. If you’re looking for a tranquil escape, it’s best to
stick to locations with under 200 pitches.
The pitch size and type might be a deciding factor in
your choice; novice campers may want a nice, level
placement with plenty of space to pitch up. Sizes aren’t
standardised and can range from 60m2 up to 150m2 or
more, and many campsites have several options, enabling
you to choose your preferred size.
There are also plenty of campsites that have specific
pitches set aside for tents. The Glen of Aherlow Caravan
and Camping Park (IR9400) in Tipperary and Camping
Beau Rivage (FR64120) in Aquitaine are two such sites.

The pitches are slightly cheaper than those for caravans
and motorhomes and don’t have electricity or water.
If you want the comfort of electricity on your pitch, choose
a campsite that offers such facilities, like Camping de Haro
(ES90400) in La Rioja, Spain, or Klüthseecamp Seeblick
(DE30080) near Hamburg in Germany.
If you’re after a beautiful landscape to wake up to,
choose a campsite that offers pitches with a sea, lake
or river view. Ferienparadies Natterer See (AU0060) is
set in the Tirol and has pitches that are surrounded by
stunning Alpine scenery and look out over the on-site
lakes. Camping le Châtelet (FR22040) on the Côtes
d’Armor has sea view pitches available for only a small
additional cost per night.
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In the

D5 Artwork 2

LittleLife poncho towels
Scale down your youngster’s swimming kit with
this compact poncho towel. Ideal for the beach
and the pool, the towel features a hood and
underarm poppers for a secure fit, helping to dry
wet hair and protecting kids from the sun’s UV
rays. And weighing just 200g, they couldn’t be
easier to pack

£16.99 www.cotswoldoutdoor.com

Silicone lunch bag

This versatile lunch bag makes carrying your
snacks around simple and convenient. Lightweight
yet large enough to store your packed lunch, it’s
the practical answer to cumbersome picnic
hampers.

£9.99 www.wackypracticals.com

Anorak seagulls cool bag
This stylish cool bag is waterproof, durable and
great for your picnics. The retro design is
reminiscent of vintage lunch boxes and the handy
rear straps can hold a picnic blanket firmly in
place. It’s practical too – your lunch will stay cool
for up to 5 hours.

£38.00 www.happy-camping.co.uk
58 www.alanrogers.com/destinations

Vintage style clock
This neat, Parisian-style clock is the perfect addition
to your caravan kitchenette. Featuring an alarm and
timer, you need never worry about a late departure
or over-cooked eggs!

£10.00 www.yourchicboutique.com
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Pegless extendable
clothesline
Easy to use and even easier to pack, this unique
clothesline from Wacky Practicals requires no
pegs and can extend from 1m to 4m depending
on your needs. Perfect for you camping holiday!

£9.99 www.wackypracticals.com

Beach mat (roll up)

This ridged mat is ideal for a lazy day on the
beach and can even be used as a bed. The 100%
cotton cover helps to absorb lumps & bumps and
the funky design by Deckchair Stripes Ltd is sure
to brighten up even the dull days.

£56.00 www.theglamcampingcompany.com
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Want independent campsite
reviews at your fingertips?

Over 3,000 in-depth campsite reviews at
www.alanrogers.com

60 www.alanrogers.com/destinations
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Beside the

seaside

Located in the south of Catalonia,
Tarragona boasts the golden sands of the
Costa Dorada beaches, the azure waters
of the Mediterranean and the lush green
of natural parks. But it isn’t simply the
region’s colours and climate that draw in
thousands of visitors each year.
Maintaining a strong sense of identity
through language, cuisine and tradition,
it is a fascinating example of Catalonian
culture and the extraordinary resilience
of its inhabitants.

www.alanrogers.com/destinations 61
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Beaches
Coastal Tarragona is a picture of soft sandy shores
punctuated by rocky outcrops and caressed by the
crystalline Mediterranean Sea. Between June and
September, when the water is at its warmest and the
bright sun heats the beaches, children can be found
playing with beach balls, scouring rock pools for marine
life and skipping through the surf while their parents enjoy
a couple of lazy hours on the sand at the end of a hard
week’s work.
Many of the beaches, such as those at La Pineda,
have earned Blue Flag status thanks to their cleanliness
and the quality of their facilities. Shops, bars and cafés line
the waterfront, and the Municipal Sport Council arranges
sports activities during the summer months. The resort’s
star attraction is Aquopolis, an aqua park that features an
assortment of water rides, a wave pool and bumper boats,
as well as animals and a host of activities for children.
Just along the coast, the charming fishing village of
Cambrils is a delightful place to visit. Rich in history and
possessing over 150 restaurants, it’s a cultural and
gastronomic delight.

The seafood is, of course, locally caught and many of
the recipes have been passed down between generations.
Fishing is inevitably an integral part of life here, and
Cambrils is proud of its seafaring heritage. Visitors can
experience what life as a fisherman is like by hopping
aboard specially selected boats and helping to haul in
the day’s catch.

Water sports
One of the most popular locations for water sports is
Salou, the tourist capital of the region and a classic family
holiday destination. There are several aquatic centres that
introduce beginners to a huge array of activities, and help
seasoned enthusiasts hone their skills. Conventional sports
such as diving, snorkelling, sailing and windsurfing are
all offered, as well as waterskiing, jetskiing and
wakeboarding. Thrill seekers can opt for parasailing
or kite surfing. More information can be found at
www.estacionautica.info
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Tarragona

Fun and magic at PortAventura

The ancient city of Tarraco was the first town outside
the Italian peninsula to be constructed by the Romans.
Even back then it held considerable appeal, becoming
a favourite seaside resort of Emperors Augustus and
Hadrian. Remains of Roman buildings can still be seen:
the amphitheatre, circus, forum and city walls all remind
visitors of the might of the Empire in its prime.

A family holiday to Tarragona is hardly complete without
a trip to Port Aventura, the biggest theme park in the
Mediterranean. Celebrating its 20th anniversary this year,
the park features more than 30 rides, an aquatic park, four
hotels, and performances from Cirque du Soleil. There are
some exciting surprises scheduled to mark PortAventura’s
milestone birthday, which will culminate in the opening of
Ferrari Land in 2016, the only Ferrari themed attraction
park in Europe.

Tarragona’s inhabitants celebrate their rich history at
the Tarraco Viva festival, held in May, and the Tarragona
Historia Viva, which takes place during the summer
months. It’s not just their Roman heritage that is honoured,
however – the tradition of building castells, human towers,
has been alive since the 18th century and was declared
a Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of
Humanity by UNESCO in 2010.
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Tel +34 977 361 490 www.playacambrils.com

A well maintained campsite with a wide
range of flat touring pitches, Playa
Cambrils Don Camilo is just 300m from
the beach and close to the attractions
of Barcelona and Port Aventura. Its
pleasant pool complex has a glassed
restaurant and bar that serves tapas
all day, and entertainment and sports
activities are provided in high season.

Best campsites for Tarragona

Camping Playa Cambrils
Don Camilo Cambrils

Camping Resort Sangulí Salou
Salou
Tel +34 977 381 641 www.sanguli.es

This large, family oriented resort is set just
50m from the beach and offers a huge
array of facilities for adults and
children. Pitches are spacious and
shaded by trees and shrubs, and
the site has an open, pleasant feel
that is complemented by the friendly,
efficient staff. Amenities include
swimming pools, a fitness centre and
sports complex, restaurants and mini golf.

Camping La Pineda de Salou
La Pineda
Tel +34 977 373 080 www.campinglapineda.com

Just north of Salou, La Pineda is a medium
sized site that’s attractive and neatly kept.
The pitches are shaded by mature trees
and two swimming pools, a paddling
pool and an outdoor spa provide plenty
to entertain all ages. The site is just
300m from an aquapark and 2.5km
from Port Aventura. There is also, of
course, a beautiful sandy beach nearby.
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Camping la Llosa
Best campsites for Tarragona

Cambrils
Tel +34 977 362 615 www.camping-lallosa.com

This family run campsite is situated near the
attractive seaside town of Cambrils and
has a fun yet laid back atmosphere.
Pitches are level and shaded by
trees, and the pleasant pool has
a separate paddling area for small
children. The beach is just a short
walk from the site and there are
plenty of opportunities close by
to try water sports.

Camping Joan
Cambrils
Tel +34 977 364 604 www.campingjoan.com

A friendly, family run site to the south of
Cambrils, Camping Joan has direct
access to a lovely beach, and a
comprehensive range of facilities.
It’s a lively site in high season, offering
a varied entertainment programme,
swimming and paddling pools and
bike and kayak hire. Guests are
encouraged to sample authenitc Spanish
cuisine at the Palmera bar/restaurant.

Camping la Corona
Cambrils
Tel +34 977 385 107 www.campinglacorona.com

Near to both the sea and the mountains,
La Corona offers comfortable camping
for all ages. The site has two large
pools, one for adults and one for
children, with an adjacent bar
open till late and a fine restaurant.
Sports activities include football and
basketball, and there is a playground
for children.
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Camping Baix
Tel +34 977 361 242

Set over two acres, Camping Baix is
1km from the centre of Cambrils and
has 180 pitches with electricity and
water. The beach is 800m from the
campsite and facilities include a
swimming pool and children’s pool,
a restaurant and a shop. Dogs are
welcomed on pitches.

Best campsites for Tarragona

Cambrils

La Siesta Salou Camping Resort
Salou
Tel +34 977 380 852 www.camping-lasiesta.com

Occupying a remarkable location near the
heart of Salou, La Siesta Salou is a great
coastal campsite with lots to offer
families. An extensive leisure pool
complex and sports facilities provide
plenty of ways to relax and keep the
kids entertained, while the restaurant
and bar serve meals, drinks and snacks.
A fine, sandy beach is close by and
Barcelona is just a short drive away.

Camping La Unión
Salou
Tel +34 977384816 www.campinglaunion.es

Located just 750m from the beach,
Camping La Union has plenty to offer
families, including two outdoor pools,
a playground and a bar/café for
guests. It’s close to a range of
attractions – Port Aventura is 1km
away and there is a golf course
adjacent to the site. Both pitches
and accommodation are offered.
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No Mountain
too high

Set in the heart of the Alps, Tirol is arguably one of Austria’s
most spectacular regions and an area that attracts tourists all
year round. In the summer it’s a paradise for nature lovers,
while in winter it becomes the territory of snow sports
enthusiasts, who flock to the slopes during the day and the
lively resort bars and restaurants at night.
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What to do
It will come as no surprise that walking is a popular
activity in Tirol. With a staggering 15,000km of marked
trails traversing the landscape, there is something to suit
everyone, from seasoned hikers looking for a challenge to
families looking for more gentle walks that offer the best
of the magnificent scenery. The Eagle Walk is perhaps the
most famous, comprising a total of 128 day hikes covering
a distance of almost 1,500km. Showcasing the grandeur
of the Tirol to perfection, it enables both novices and
veterans to admire the grace and splendour of nature,
and to experience the powerful sense of freedom that
comes from standing on the roof of Europe.
Heritage and walking come together on the Culture
Hiking Trail in Seefeld. Starting at Reith, this beautiful
countryside route reveals historical and cultural curiosities
such as the 90 year old Karwendel railway and various
mountain churches. It’s an easy walk, ideal for introducing
children to the region. Intrepid explorers will have no
qualms about entering Tirol’s spirit realm, which begins
at the gateway to the forest accessed from the Leutasch

Gorge. Said to be the domain of the Spirit of the Gorge,
its thundering waterfalls, strange rock formations and
bottomless whirlpools present a breathtaking example
of Alpine majesty – and a worthy abode for a
supernatural being.
A mountain region inevitably has its freshwater lakes
fed from springs and snow melts, which glitter against
the stunning backdrop of snow capped peaks and rocky
precipices. Lake Achensee gleams like a jewel in the
Achental Valley, edged with beautiful beaches at Eben
and Pertisau. Its refreshing temperature and clear waters
make it popular with bathers, sailors and scuba divers.
Lake Natterer See is an especially good location for
families, thanks to its wide variety of facilities. From the
children’s bathing cove, water trampoline and 66m water
slide to canoe rental, an archery range and Barracuda
speed boats, it has plenty to keep all ages occupied.
What’s more, the selection of fine campsites around
the lake make it an ideal place for a family holiday.
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Tirol

Sightseeing
Tirol is home to Austria’s highest mountain, the
Grossglockner, set in the largest national park in Central
Europe, Hohe Tauern. A day trip to explore this magical
place is not to be missed – it’s a beautiful, unspoilt area
with fantastic views of the soaring peaks and vast glacier.
The picturesque Krimmler Waterfalls are also well worth a
steep climb to the top. Looking back at rainbows forming
in the misty spray against a backdrop of jagged rocks
and lush pine forest is a truly unforgettable experience.
The region’s capital, Innsbruck, is an eclectic mix of
imperial grandeur and modern urban design. The Imperial
Palace and Ambras Castle are the most striking examples
of the Habsburg Empire’s power, which is also manifested
in the famous Golden Roof, a three storey balcony
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constructed in the 15th century, and the bronze statues
of the Court Church. Contemporary architecture and
Innsbruck’s reputation as a centre for sport come together
in Hadid’s Bergisel Ski Jump Stadium, a fluid structure that
reflects the speed and agility of the athletes who compete
there. Visitors can ascend the tower for spectacular views
of the city and surrounding mountains, which are best
appreciated over lunch in the Bergisel Sky restaurant.
Innsbruck’s other star attractions include Swarovski
Crystal World, an opulent celebration of Daniel Swarovski
and his world-class crystal designs, and the Alpenzoo,
a great destination for families that houses an exciting
array of species, from bears, lynx and wolves to owls,
fish and lizards.
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Traditions
Steeped in tradition, Tirol is the perfect place to
discover some of Austria’s most interesting customs
and festivals. There is a thriving carnival culture, with
events such as the Imster Carnival Parade and
Nassereither Schellerlaufen taking place at the beginning
of the year, and cattle drives occurring in late summer
and early autumn. During these drives, the cattle are
adorned with garlands of flowers and ribbons, and street
stalls are set up in local villages to celebrate their return.
The summer solstice fires and Christmas are also
important occasions in the Tirolean tradition that fuse
religion with history. The summer fires are lit to
commemorate Tirol’s ‘engagement’ to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus in 1796, which was believed to result

in protection from invading French troops. Christmas
combines Christian spirituality with customary rituals such
as the bringing of cherry or apple tree branches into the
home for good luck and the burning of incense on three
‘Nights of Smoke’ to avert bad fortune.
Cuisine is also an integral part of tradition, and Tirol
has its share of culinary specialities. Among them are
smoked bacon, Kaminwurzen (smoked sausages with a
spicy flavour), Daumnidei (potato dumplings), apple strudel
and Tirolean schnapps, made with apples, sweet plums
or pears and swallowed following the toast, ‘Zum Wohl!’
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Tirol
Camping in
is pure joy

Nothing beats waking up to birdsong in a beautiful

natural setting with a whole day of opportunities ahead
of you. In Tirol you’ll experience warm hospitality,

comfort and the latest amenities on your campsite, as

well as lots of outdoor activities and sports, and a wide

range of culture and gastronomy. Discover this holiday
paradise for the whole family in the Alps.
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Hoildays with the whole family
Say goodbye to tension and stress in the Tirol’s pure,
revitalising mountain air. Children are free to explore their
surroundings, play and make new friends thanks to the
creative programs and services offered to them by
Tirolean campsites.

Outdoor sports

Tiroleans are passionate about sport and the region has
an almost inexhaustible range of outdoor adventure
activities. With more than 4000km of mountain bike trails,
750km of cycle paths, there are plenty of places to
discover on two wheels. Those wanting to leave the
ground can go paragliding, hang-gliding or parachuting,
while water lovers can try rafting, kayaking and canyoning.
Tirol also has numerous climbing routes to challenge sport
and alpine climbers.
www.bike.tirol.at
www.soulcountry.tirol.at

The combination of nature
and culture
Tirol’s breathtaking scenery, sparkling white peaks, blue
sky and leisure pursuits aren’t the only things that make it
a fantastic holiday destination. Here, cultural experiences
are as important as physical wellbeing, and traces of the
region’s history can be found everywhere from the art
and architecture to the culinary delights.
www.kultur.tirol.at

You’ll find lots of information about Tirol and
its attractions on the following websites:
• The Tirolean summer lifts – summer lifts that
take you to mountain adventures
www.sommerbahnen.tirol.at
• The 5 Tirolean glaciers
www.tirolergletscher.com/en/
• The Hohe Tauern Natural Park and other parks
www.natur.tirol.at
• Ambras Castle
www.schlossambras-innsbruck.at/en/
• Kitzbüheler Horn Panorama
www.alpenhaus.at
• Timmelsjoch High Alpine Road
www.timmelsjoch.com/en
• Kufstein Fortress
www.festung.kufstein.at
• Zillertal Trail
www.zillertal.at/en
• Silvretta Pass
www.silvretta-biehlerhoehe.at
• Ötzi Village open air museum
www.oetzi-dorf.at
• Tirol’s capital, Innsbruck
www.innsbruck.info/en/
• Swarovski Crystal World
kristallwelten.swarovski.com
• Achensee and ferry services on the lake
www.tirol-schiffahrt.at
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Best campsites for Tirol

Erlebnis Comfort Camping
Aufenfeld Tirol
Tel 43 52 822 9160 www.camping-zillertal.at

Open for most of the year and set in a wide
mountain valley, this lovely site has fine
views of the countryside and first class
facilities. Pitches are level and set on
grass or gravel, and a selection have
private bathrooms. Amenities include
indoor and outdoor pools, tennis courts
and an activity centre. Part of the
LeadingCampings group.

Camping Seeblick Toni
Tirol
Tel +43 53 376 3544 www.camping-seeblick.at

In a quiet, rural setting by the edge of
Reintaler See lake, this campsite is the
ideal base for exploring all the Tirol
has to offer. The level pitches have
electricity and plenty of space, and the
lake is safe for swimming and fishing.
Nearby are lots of walking and cycling
trails, and for the more adventurous,
there is white water rafting.

Ferienparadies Natterer See
Tirol
Tel +43 51 254 6732 www.natterersee.com

Arranged around two lakes in the midst
of stunning scenery, this campsite is a
family orientated location with plenty
to do. The reception building has a
shop, bar/café and cinema, as well
as a panoramic lounge where guests
can relax. Guests can fish in the
on-site lakes and there is a
beach for kids to play on.
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Looking for the
best campsites for
specific activities?
You’ll find them here...

101 great campsites, ideal for your specific
hobby, pastime or passion
Also available on iPad and Android alanrogers.com/digital
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Gers

The Gers

Discovering the

A prime location in the Midi- Pyrénées, the Gers-Gascony is a place
of balance and harmony, where it’s easy to forget the pressures

of modern life. With its pretty villages, diverse culture and rich

history, not to mention the arresting scenery of the Pyrenees to the

south, it’s perfect for a countryside camping experience.
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Gastronomy

Out and about

With a cultural identity rooted in strong culinary
tradition, the Gers takes great pride in its gastronomy.
Local specialities such as foie gras and duck are paired
with regional wines, creating a bouquet of flavours that
intrigue and delight, and producers participate in the Slow
Food movement, committing themselves to the production
of quality food using traditional and sustainable methods.

The Gers is a great place to discover nature with its
many walking and cycling trails winding through picturesque
countryside. The four paths of the Compostela pilgrimage
route are the best known, but there are plenty of other,
smaller tracks to enjoy.

www.fleuronsdelomagne.com
www.terreblanche.fr
www.monluc.fr

For those who prefer thrills, the Chrono Kart 32
go-karting centre, located south of Auch, is a must visit.
Adults and children over seven can put their skills to
the test and battle it out for the fastest time.

The spirit of the Gers

www.www.quadconcept.com
www.levertenelair.com
www.chronokart32.fr

A visit to this region isn’t complete without sampling
its delicious drinks. The white and red Floc de Gascogne,
a sweet aperitif made from a traditional recipe of Armagnac
and fresh juice, is the perfect way to start a meal. Wine
lovers will enjoy the Côtes de Gascogne white with its
fresh, zesty lemon and exotic fruit flavours, and the
rosé with its raspberry and red fruit notes. Then there’s
Armagnac, the oldest spirit in France, the recipe for
which is a secret that has been passed down
through the generations.

Music of all varieties is widely enjoyed in the Gers,
and one of the most famous festivals, Jazz in Marciac,
takes place each summer. Performances from well-known
jazz artists run throughout the season, and dance classes
and workshops are available for adults and children.

Join the festivities

In addition to the music festivals, there is a contemporary
circus festival, a film festival in Auch, a photography event
in Lectoure and an astronomy festival in Fleurance.

www.armagnac.fr
www.floc-de-gascogne.fr
www.vins-cotes-gascogne.fr
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The vast selection of campsites in the Gers enables
you to travel easily around the region, staying at several
sites or finding a central location from which to explore.
Whether you prefer to pitch or stay in a mobile home or
chalet, there’s accommodation to suit you. Campsites
range from larger holiday parks that are great for active
family holidays to smaller sites that offer a tranquil
escape from busy everyday life. We’ve selected
some of the best campsites below, and for more
information on the diverse locations across
the Gers, visit
www.campings.tourisme-gers.com
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Château du Haget

Les Comtes de Pardiac

FR32080

Yelloh! Village le Talouch

A 3 star hotel in a 19th century
castle in Montesquiou, this
establishment has ten attractively
decorated rooms including a suite, a
tower room and other unique rooms.
A third bed is possible in the bigger
rooms. There is a restaurant and
breakfast is served either in the
dining room or on the terrace.
www.lehaget.com

Le Relais de l’Armagnac

Located in the centre of Marciac,
this 3 star hotel has 25 comfortable
rooms with free wifi. Relax on the
patio or in the spa. The bar serves
the best wines from the region
and three different champagnes.

Although in a quiet location, this
site is just a short distance from
Auch and is a great option for a
first-time trip to the Gers. Pitches
are spacious and, in addition to
the range of on-site activities,
there is golf, walking nearby.

www.hotel-marciac.com

Le Relais du Bastidou

www.yellohvillage.co.uk

FR32020

Camping du lac Marciac

This 3 star hotel in the hamlet
Luppé-Violles is in a 200 year old
building housing single, double
and triple rooms with free wifi.
The establishment has a rich
regional and national history and
is located on the border of the
Landes, close to Nogaro.
www.hotelrestaurantdelarmagnac.com
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This charming, 3 star hotel is
set in a beautiful, tranquil
location just 6 km from Marciac.
There are 8 tastefully decorated
rooms, including a family room
for 4-5 people and a room
suitable for disabled guests, a
heated pool, sauna and Jacuzzi.
www.le-relais-du-bastidou.com

Well situated and owned by an
English couple, this site allows you
to immerse yourself in Gers culture
with summer wine and cheese
tastings from local producers.
The well-shaded pitches and quiet
ambience make for a wonderfully
relaxing stay.
www.camping-marciac.com
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FR32010 Castel
Le Camp de Florence

Le Camp de Florence is an excellent
getaway, with large, part terraced
pitches and stunning views across
the countryside. On the edge of
La Romieu, it’s ideal for walks along
the Santiago de Compostela route
and has an excellent restaurant
serving local food.

FR32210

FR32040

Château le Haget

Camping Naturiste Devèze

Set in magnificent grounds, this
site offers a more secluded and
peaceful place to stay. There is
a swimming pool and table tennis
on-site. Auchard, Mirande are close
by, making for great day trips.

The friendly environment at this
naturist site offers a thoroughly
relaxing stay. The pitches are
semi-shaded and there is a lake
nearby for swimming, as well as
a pool and sports and leisure
activities.

www.lecampdeflorence.com

www.lehagnet.com

www.deveze-nat.com

FR32060

FR32170

FR32190

Camping les Trois Vallées

Camping Aramis

Camping le Neri

This large holiday complex is great
for families and offers mobile homes
and pitches for tents, caravans and
motorhomes. In addition to the
scenic lake, there is an impressive
pool complex complete with Jacuzzi
and paddling pool.

A pretty family site, Camping Aramis
is open for camping from April to
September and within easy distance
of the attractions of Auch. The
unspoiled natural setting makes for
a relaxing stay, and there are some
excellent walking trails in the area.

This pleasant, welcoming campsite
in a beautiful woodland setting is
ideal for relaxing. Activities include
boules, fishing in the lake, a sauna
and volleyball and guests can visits
nearby garlic, wine and foie gras
producers. The pretty village of
St Clar is 4 km away.

www.lacdes3vallees.fr

Camping de l’Uby

This site provides plenty to keep the
whole family occupied, with pools
and clubs for kids, and a wellness
centre located close by for adults.
Choose from a spacious pitch, a
mobile home or a bungalow and
enjoy the range of activities including
tennis, mini golf and boules.
www.camping-uby.com

www.campings-aramis.com

www.campingleneri.com

FR32130 Camping
Lac de Thoux st Cricq

FR32190

Located between Auch and
Toulouse on the edge of a large
lake, this site is a great place to
experience the cuisine, scenery
and culture of the Gers. Relax by
the lake, or have a sailing lesson
at the nearby sailing club

This lovely campsite is located
south of Auch near the Pyrenees
National Park with its beautiful
walks. The site is well equipped
and has activities such as tennis
and fishing to enjoy.

www.camping-lacdethoux.com

Camping
Les Berges du Gers

www.berges-du-gers.fr
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10 minutes

with Floris Ausems

This year, Floris Ausems takes over the ownership of the highly
successful Camping Château le Verdoyer from his parents, who
have been running the site for the past 28 years. Hailing from
the Netherlands, Floris lives in the Dordogne with his wife and
two children. He describes Château le Verdoyer as natural,
comfortable and family oriented.

How long have you been running
Camping Chateau le Verdoyer?
My parents created the site in 1986, and we proudly
opened on 1 June 1987. I was a 14 year old student,
so I worked with them for several summers before
missing two seasons to complete my training in
catering. In 1997 I rejoined Château le Verdoyer full
time, as the catering staff manager.
Year after year, I took on more responsibilities until
I was sharing the running of the site with my wife
and parents, which I’ve been doing for the last
6 years. This year, I’m very excited to become
the official owner.
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Describe a typical day in high season
at Camping Château le Verdoyer

Bake the croissants and bread, and prepare the breakfast
buffet for the hotel part.

Grab a coffee with the arriving staff then finish the
preparations: delivering the ordered bread and opening
the shop, the reception and the breakfast buffet at 8:30.

Reception work: answering e-mails and checking out
guests – an important moment for us, as it’s when we
get the most feedback about guests’ holidays. In the
meantime, I might be called to help sell bread at the shop.
Up to 200 families come to collect their bread within the
space of an hour!
I enjoy the morning because it’s quiet – apart from the
bread sales, there’s no real rush. When guests come for
a coffee on the terrace or to check their e-mails, there’s
always time for a chat.

Rush hour at the bar/snacks facility. I try to be there to
help with organisation, talk to waiting customers, clean
tables or serve some beers. Then I go to the restaurant,
which also opens at six but has its rush hour around
seven. It’s one of my favourite parts of the day, serving
food, helping out and catching up with the guests.

Kiss my daughters good night.

We always try to have lunch “en famille” – it’s the only
time I can sit with my wife and daughters and have those
invaluable family moments.

The rush is normally over everywhere by this time, so this
is the moment my wife and I meet to have dinner on one
of the terraces. We rarely eat alone – often some friends
or guests come to see us – but we like this social aspect
to our meals.

Reception closes for an hour for lunch, but I use this
time to respond to e-mails and bookings and, of course,
welcome the guests who need check in during the break.

Then we see if our help is needed anywhere. If not, I’ll
have the mail work to check, the croissants to prepare,
the supplies orders to prepare with the chef, and so forth.

Time for a nap (when possible!) I hide myself for an hour
or two, twice or three times a week, to allow myself some
down time. The other days? There is always something
to do!

Bed time (when i’m lucky!)

Go to see the chef and the waiters at the restaurant to
see what has to be prepared for the evening. Then I do
the same with the bar/snack team. Afterwards I help
the rush hour at reception, until 6pm.
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Camping Château le Verdoyer

What’s the best thing
about being a site owner?
The fact that no day is like another, for sure.
There are so many different jobs in one, and
when the guest goes away with a smile and
saying “thank you”, that’s the best part!

What are your plans for the
site in 2015?
I’m looking at making two major investments this
year: an indoor pool and an updated central bar
and reception terrace area. There are other, smaller
changes I’d like too – lodge tents, for example,
perhaps a new chef for the restaurant and a
new shower system.

What’s been the greatest
challenge of running
Château le Verdoyer
In 2014 we had a tornado, which hit the
site on 21 May. Sixty trees came down
and some major problems ensued, but
no-one was injured – it just made for
some extra work!
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What is it that makes the
Dordogne a special region
for you personally?
My parents chose a tourist area, but a less busy
part of it – the Périgord Vert. It’s now a pretty,
preserved region, protected by a “Parc Naturel
Régional”, so it’s got a real French feel in terms
of the lifestyle, the tranquility, and the beautiful
natural environment.

Where do you see the campsite
in 10 years?
We’ll still be here, taking care of people during their most valuable
time of year: their holiday. The biggest improvements we’ll make
going forward are those concerning quality – continuing to update
equipment and services, and enhance comfort. We want to keep
getting good reviews from our guests and from the Alan Rogers
team, and to have people coming back every year (some have
been coming for 25 years now). That’s why we go to work!
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coast

The call
of the

Along France’s western coast lies a stretch of shoreline

that has attracted tourists for more than 150 years. Mile
upon mile of golden sand slopes gently down to

receive the salty embrace of the Atlantic Ocean,

mudflats and marshes shelter unusual birds, and resort
towns bustle with surfers, sunseekers and sightseers.
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From Les Sables d’Olonne in the southern Vendée to La Rochelle in the

northern reaches of Charente-Maritime, the Atlantic coast is well placed to
fulfil dreams of endless sunshine, refreshing cocktails, exquisite seafood

and intriguing history. As a family destination it couldn’t offer more, as the

thousands of visitors to the region each year can attest.

Les Sables d’Olonne

La Rochelle

Once a whaling port, the resort town of Les Sables
d’Olonne introduced bathing establishments in 1825, and
has been growing in popularity as a holiday destination
ever since. Internationally renowned as the start and finish
point for the Vendee Globe, the world’s most prestigious
single-handed, round-the-world yacht race, it is a hub for
water sports. Whether visitors are heading there to take
part in sailing, surfing, swimming or windsurfing, or simply
to relax on the beach and watch others participate, the
thriving scene brings energy to the summer heat.

The port town of La Rochelle has a long history as a
centre for trade and fishing. Its Old Port was established
in the 13th century and is still dominated by the towers
that stand at its entrance. Around the harbour, the
quaysides buzz with activity – locals browse the market
stalls and restaurants serve seafood – and an impressive
clock tower leads to the old town with its arcade streets,
where shopkeepers would display their wares during
the port’s heyday.

There’s more to Les Sables d’Olonne than its beaches
– there’s a medieval abbey to explore, coastal paths to
walk and Victorian buildings to admire. One of the best
attractions is the Ecozoo, and animal park that aims to
educate visitors on biodiversity and good ‘eco-citizenship’.
Its residents include a fantastic selection of exotic birds,
primates and big cats as well as more unusual species
such as tapirs and capybaras. As in many zoos across the
world, feeding time is a highlight, and demonstrations take
place in English and French. July and August see the birth
of several animals such as flamingos, penguins and spider
monkeys, so the opportunity to see babies is available
throughout the season.
A wealth of restaurants, cafés and crêperies dot the
resort, providing a delicious array of snacks and meals
catering to all tastes. The seafood is naturally marvellous
– oysters, mussels and lobster are particular delicacies,
while Challan duck and lamb from the Vendée’s salt
marshes are also famous for their quality.

Historical attractions aren’t hard to come by in
La Rochelle: the town hall is often agreed to be the most
beautiful, bedecked with turrets and elaborate carvings.
The House of Henri II is also a popular spot. A facade
with no actual interior, it is a masterpiece of Renaissance
architecture designed to create the illusion of a habitable
property. Natural history comes in the form of exhibits
of flora and fauna in the Natural History Museum. The
collections of the 19th century French explorers serve
not only as an education in nature, but also as an eyeopening presentation of how strange the world must
have seemed to those intrepid travellers.
Across the harbour is a somewhat different display
of nature in the form of La Rochelle’s aquarium, a spectacle
of marine beauty with 70 sections containing over a
thousand animals from all over the globe. From stingrays
to seahorses, there is plenty to gaze at, and the unmissable
shark tank takes visitors up close to these astounding fish.
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Ile de Re
Reached by a bridge from the north of La Rochelle,
the Ile de Ré offers the sun drenched beaches and
peaceful environment that make for an ideal family
destination. It’s an island of two distinct characters
– the south western side is lined with white sand and
seaside resorts, while the north-east is defined by its
oyster beds and salt marshes.
The town of Saint-Martin-de-Ré is a picturesque
location with its harbour studded with shops and
restaurants (and an ice cream parlour that’s bound to
be a hit with the kids thanks to its enormous range of
flavours). Buildings dating from the 17th and 18th centuries
stand around the port exhibiting a kind of faded charm
that befits the overall sense that life has continued
much the same for hundreds of years.
The Ile de Ré lends itself well to cycling and has
many paths that wind across the island and along its
coast. A bike tour will take visitors through some of
the prettiest villages and past important landmarks,
such as La Flotte-en-Ré with its traditional houses and
narrow streets, the Phare des Baleines, a lighthouse built
by Vauban that safely saw ships into harbour for centuries,
and the Abbaye des Chateliers, a ruined medieval
abbey founded by Cistercian monks.
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Atlantic Coast
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Camping Le Chaponnet
Best campsites for Vendée & Charente

Brem-sur-Mer
Tel +33 251 90 55 56 www.le-chaponnet.com

A well established site close to a sandy
beach, le Chaponnet has lots to occupy
families who want a seaside break.
The pitches are separated by hedges
and some are shaded by mature trees.
Facilities include heated pools, a
Jacuzzi, a sauna and fitness centre.
The towns of Nantes and La Rochelle
are within driving distance.

Camping Club Le Trianon
Olonne-sur-Mer
Tel +33 253 81 70 00 www.camping-le-trianon.com

Close to the popular resort of Les Sables
d’Olonne and the fabulous beaches of
Olonne-sur-Mer, this campsite is a great
family destination. Last year saw the
development of a new fitness centre
and water park complete with slides,
a paddling pool and Jacuzzi. There is
also a bar, restaurant and wellbeing area,
and kids’ clubs run during high season.

BIG
win!

WIN A
HOLID
AY

See if you can
win! BIG
To enter simply go to
www.alanrogers.com/winbig
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Screen age

holidaying
There’s no denying that camping and
caravanning moves with the times. The days of
loading up a ‘van kitted out with only the basics
and scouring a map to get to your destination
are becoming fewer and further between as
new technologies make the holiday experience
more comfortable and convenient.
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The future of camping

The latest models make great use of their space and are equipped with everything
from low energy LED lighting and solar panels to electrically operated beds with
memory foam mattresses. But that isn’t the whole story. Gone are the stacks of books
and magazines, the wallets full of CDs and the excess of toys and games in favour of
Kindles, tablets and iPods. What’s more, campsites themselves provide much more
for children, with kids’ clubs and sports organised throughout high season.

While some mourn the modern ubiquity of the screen, others have embraced it as a
way to keep the kids entertained on long journeys, make packing easier and source
information on the local area quickly. Among these devices is one that seems to have
won over even the staunchest technophobes – the sat nav. The GPS unit has brought
a welcome end to squabbles over the reliability of the passenger’s map reading
skills and whether it’s necessary to ask for directions. Like everything else, sat navs
have been developing into much more complex beasts, capable of delivering real
time traffic information and displaying buildings and landmarks in 3D.
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Start Snooping
Alongside these innovations are features designed to
make things simple for the thousands of campers and
caravanners that venture abroad each year. Devices such
as the Snooper Ventura Pro S6800 enable holidaymakers
to find the campsite they’re heading to – and best of all
this unit lists all the campsites that can be found in the
Alan Rogers guides.
The Ventura Pro S6800 has an Alan Rogers button on
the menu that lets users search for campsites by name or
by their current position. The directory can be filtered to
include only inspected and selected sites, or only those
which have specific facilities or locations, such as
campsites near the beach, those that are open all year
round or those that accept pets.

Key benefits
• Search all sites in the directory, or only inspected
and selected sites
• Read the Alan Rogers review and find campsite
contact details
• Web address for related Alan Rogers page displayed
• Filter by on-site and nearby facilities
• Filter by sites that accept Camping Cheques
• Find sites by name, current position or AR number
(e.g. FR22040)
• Save campsites to favourites
• Updated twice a year

Once selected, the device displays the Alan Rogers
review and site contact details. It’s the perfect companion
to a touring or camping holiday.
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Travel with
peace of mind
Looking for competitively priced insurance
for your camping or caravanning holiday?
We have been entrusted with readers’
campsite holidays since 1968. Choosing the
right campsite is one thing; having proper,
suitable travel insurance is another.
Personal Travel Insurance
Ideal for self-drive holidays in Europe, and
including cover for camping equipment.
Family policies are available.
• 24 hour travel advice line and multi
lingual medical assistance

Vehicle Assistance Insurance
The vehicle assistance service is provided by
Allianz Global Assistance and a network of over
7,500 garages and agents. Serving 3 million
people a year, they are well used to looking after
the needs of campsite-based holidaymakers.
• Roadside assistance
• Vehicle repatriation (and alternative driver)
• Cover prior to departure

• Repatriation and evacuation cover

Get an instant quote and and start looking
forward to your holiday with confidence!

• Repatriation due to serious illness
of relatives at home

01580 214000
alanrogers.com/insurance

Full policy terms and conditions apply.
ALAN ROGERS TRAVEL LIMITED is an appointed representative of ITC Compliance Limited which is authorised and regulated by the FCA
(registration number 313486). ITC Compliance Ltd’s registered office is 4 Monarch Court, Emersons Green, Bristol, BS16 7FH.
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Walking & cycling

holidays
in the real France
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Request your FREE brochure

01580 214010
www.bellefrance.com
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New
The Alan Rogers
Travel Service

Looking for the best holidays on the best campsites?
The essentials brochure is crammed with more choice,
more quality and more value than ever before.

From

Order your FREE brochure

01580 214000

£13.00
per nig
ht

Don’t miss out on your

essentials
alanrogers.com/brochure
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Destinations inspiring holidays for campers, caravanners and motorhome owners

Been to any good
campsites lately?
We have

Destinations
G R E AT L O C AT I O N S

* T E N T C A M P I N G * AWA R D S * L AT E S T P R O D U C T S * L O W S E A S O N T O U R I N G

inspiring holidays for campers, caravanners and motorhome owners
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